The genomes of a wide variety of organisms have now been sequenced; a major challenge ahead is to understand the function, regulation and modification of the many encoded gene products. We have been carrying out proteomics approaches to the identification and analysis of signalling pathways in yeast. 121 of 122 protein kinases were cloned and purifed from yeast as GST fusions and analyzed for their ability to phosphorylate 60 different yeast substrates. More than 93% of the kinases exhibited activities that are 5 fold or higher, relative to controls, including 18 of 24 previously uncharacterized kinases. Many protein kinases had novel activities; for example 27 yeast kinases were found to phosphorylate Tyr. In addition, we have now cloned 6000 open reading frames and overexpressed their corresponding proteins. The proteins were printed onto slides at high spatial density to form a yeast proteome microarray and screened for their ability to interact with a variety of different proteins, nucleic acids and phospholipids. As examples, we have probed yeast proteome chips with calmodulin and six different phospholipids. These studies revealed many new calmodulin and phospholipid-interacting proteins; a common potential binding motif was identified for many of the calmodulin-binding proteins. Thus, microarrays of an entire eukaryotic proteome can be prepared and screened for diverse biochemical activities. They can also be used to screen protein-drug interactions and to detect posttranslational modifications. 
Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520 The genomes of a wide variety of organisms have now been sequenced; a major challenge ahead is to understand the function, regulation and modification of the many encoded gene products. We have been carrying out proteomics approaches to the identification and analysis of signalling pathways in yeast. 121 of 122 protein kinases were cloned and purifed from yeast as GST fusions and analyzed for their ability to phosphorylate 60 different yeast substrates. More than 93% of the kinases exhibited activities that are 5 fold or higher, relative to controls, including 18 of 24 previously uncharacterized kinases. Many protein kinases had novel activities; for example 27 yeast kinases were found to phosphorylate Tyr. In addition, we have now cloned 6000 open reading frames and overexpressed their corresponding proteins. The proteins were printed onto slides at high spatial density to form a yeast proteome microarray and screened for their ability to interact with a variety of different proteins, nucleic acids and phospholipids. As examples, we have probed yeast proteome chips with calmodulin and six different phospholipids. These studies revealed many new calmodulin and phospholipid-interacting proteins; a common potential binding motif was identified for many of the calmodulin-binding proteins. Thus, microarrays of an entire eukaryotic proteome can be prepared and screened for diverse biochemical activities. They can also be used to screen protein-drug interactions and to detect posttranslational modifications. control is exerted at the cross-bridge formation step at both temperatures, but at 14 o C, k Pi is governed by a force generating transition that is slow compared to a Ca 2+ -sensitive equilibrium at the cross-bridge formation step and therefore sensitive to it. University of Florida, PO Box 100245, Gainesville, Florida 32610-0245 Applying the Planck-Benzinger methodology, the sequencespecific hydrophobic interactions of 35 dipeptide pairs were examined over a temperature range of 273-333 K. The results imply that the negative Gibbs free energy minimum at a well-defined stable temperature, <T s >, has its origin in the sequence-specific hydrophobic interactions, which are highly dependent on details of molecular structure. Each case confirms the existence of a thermodynamic molecular switch wherein a change of sign in DCpº(T) leads to true negative minimum in the Gibbs free energy change of reaction and a maximum in the related equilibrium constant. All interacting biological systems examined using the PlanckBenzinger methodology have shown such a thermodynamic switch at the molecular level, suggesting its existence may be universal. Weizmann Institute of Science, Herzl St., Rehovot, 76100 Israel Nuclear import of proteins involves recognition of the cargo by two helper proteins, leading to the formation of a complex, which is then translocated to the nucleus. The directionality of transport is due at least in part to the small protein Ran, present in the Ran-GTP form in the nucleus and in the hydrolyzed Ran-GDP form in the cytoplasm, and able to dissociate the cargo only in the first case. Using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, we tested the efficiency of this molecular switch by measuring the diffusion coefficient of a fluorescent cargo in presence of the two helper proteins and of increasing concentrations of either Ran-GTP or Ran-GDP. As expected we observe an increase in the cargo mobility (signature of the complex dissociation) when Ran-GTP is added, and no change when Ran-GDP is added. We then measured the mobility of a fluorescent cargo in vivo. Whereas in the nucleus the observed mobility corresponds to the expected slightly hindered diffusion of the cargo, in the cytoplasm it is too small to correspond to the diffusion of the complex. This result could be explained either by the presence of a typical mesh size within the cytoplasm, critically slowing down the complex compared to the simple cargo, or by specific interaction of the complex with cellular structures such as the microtubule network. ERATO, Frontier Biosciences, Osaka University, 3-4 Hikaridai, Seika, Kyoto, 619-0237 Japan A 10-micron long complex of nine proteins makes up the sturdy, segmented, extracellular rod, hook and filament (or axial component) of the flagellum of Salmonella typhimurium. The sequences of the nine proteins except the cap protein (FliD) have at their N and C termini, heptad repeats characteristic of an alpha-helical bundle. Moreover, the segments characterized have a common helical symmetry. The hypothesis that these alpha-helical folds form an interlocking alpha-domain within and between the contiguous segments of the axial structure has received support from structural studies of the filament. We used electron cryomicroscopy to generate a high-resolution map of the hook. We docked atomic models for the two outer domains of the hook subunit into the corresponding features of the map. The innermost domains are interdigitated ~1 nm rods, which form a tube having a 3 nm axial lumen, a feature seen in maps of the filament. The rods are somewhat shorter than those in the filament consistent with the shorter sequences thought to generate the fold. The N and C termini of the atomic model, which lie in the middle domain, point towards the spoke of density that connects to the inner rods. Our results further support the hypothesis of a common, interlocked alpha domain for the axial proteins. Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, MS 6-2100, Berkeley, California 94720 Colloidal nanocrystals are building blocks of the "nanoworld". Their electronic properties enable the building of single-electron transistors, their optical properties can be used to generate fluorescence labels with many different colors. Based on the principles of molecular recognition and self assembly biological molecules can be used to arrange nanoscale building blocks. Two applications will be discussed. Colloidal gold nanocrystals were conjugated with a controlled number of DNA molecules per nanocrystal. By using complementary sequences of DNA molecules that were attached to different nanocrystals, small groupings of gold nanocrystals could be formed. Biomolecule conjugated colloidal semiconductor nano-crystals also have been used to fluorescence label structural compartments of cells. These nanocrystals were found to be actively incorporated by living cells. It will be described how cells "eat" nanocrystals and an assay for cell mobility based on this fact will be introduced. Typically, photon traces from a few thousand molecules were acquired at 1 kHz for up to 10 seconds. Traces which showed donor and acceptor intensity transitions were used to obtain distributions of FRET efficiencies and lifetimes. Using this instrument, we studied the fluctuations in FRET signals from DNA hairpins containing donor and acceptor pairs conjugated internally on opposite strands. Preliminary results give evidence of local DNA denaturation, or "bubble" formation. We observe the lifetime of DNA bubbles to increase in AT-versus GC-rich regions. Bubble lifetime was also found to increase with elevated temperature and NaOH concentration. The ability to rationally control the assembly of molecules, especially biomolecules, lies at the core of new initiatives in bionanotechnology. In our previous in situ AFM studies of the self-assembly of a series of recombinant elastin peptides (EP) at raised temperatures (JACS, 2002, 124, 10648) , we found that hydrophobic inter-and intra-molecular interactions conspired to direct the assembly of molecules into well-defined two-dimensional fibril structures. We report here the results of a comparison AFM and DLS study of EP-I assembly in solution and on HOPG surface. Although preliminary in scope, we believe that rational exploitation of secondary structure motifs can be used to direct molecular assembly at solid interfaces, and may ultimately allow us to control the orientation and architecture of protein-based nanostructures.
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